
Ship fast and stay aligned
Give your teams agility by removing operational obstacles:

Collaborate when coding, sprint planning, deploying, and during support incidents.
Create, run, update, and repeat workflows of any scope and scale across teams and tools. 
Connect your favorite tools and give teams visibility, automation, and control over processes.
Customize your environment and workflows across the development lifecycle.

Industry challenges
Building and operating software is complex work. Tools are fragmented and processes can be 
manual and inflexible. You need to build customized workflows for effective digital operations.

Time: You’re moving fast, being interrupted, and losing momentum on low-value tasks.
Teams: It’s easy to lose sight of team goals in dynamic environments with information overload. 
Tools: Complex technology stacks and workflows result in fragile workarounds and processes.

A collaboration platform built 
for developers

We help you stay productive and collaborate 
outside of code by aligning your tools, 
people, and processes all in one place.

Mattermost: Three productivity tools, 
integrated to work seamlessly together, and 
aligned with three distinct workflow types 
across the software development lifecycle.
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Make your work flow
An open source collaboration platform to help R&D teams align people, processes, and tools 
across the full software development lifecycle, all in one place.

Platform Datasheet

Why developers  
      Mattermost

Customers

Unified user interface
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PlaybooksBoards Channels
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“ Mattermost has been unimaginably effective for our company 
and continues to exceed expectations with every new release.”

Daniel Gover
IT System Administrator, Crossover Health



Platform Datasheet

Connections Controls
Connections are integrations with leading developer 
tools, including GitHub, Jenkins, CircleCI, GitLab, Jira, 
PagerDuty, and ServiceNow. Developers can build their 
own Connections through custom apps, open APIs, 
plugins, webhooks and Zapier. The Mattermost App 
Framework allows developers to create custom interactive 
add-ons written in any language and run on any HTTP 
compatible host.

Controls give you extensive data protection, information 
governance, and granular identity/access controls. Deploy 
on-prem or in a secure cloud to meet the compliance 
demands of GDPR, AICPA, CCPA, FINRA, HIPAA, and more. 
Mattermost includes advanced mobile security, compliance 
auditing with oversight, and Enterprise Information 
Archiving integration. Customize to meet your specific 
requirements with fine-grained data retention, audit logs, 
and full access to APIs, drivers, and open source code. 

Channels
Go beyond team messaging and 
customize from the UI down to 
the extensions you rely on to work 
effectively.

   Unlimited teams and channels

    Native audio calls and screenshare  
for 1:1 and group conversations

   Automation, slash commands

   Rich Markdown formatting

   Code syntax highlighting

   Use like a CLI with integrated tools

   Bot integrations

Playbooks
Make any structured process 
repeatable and predictable using 
shared interactive checklists, 
triggers, automation, and tool 
integrations.

   Custom prescribed or ad-hoc 
workflows

   Deep integration with Channels

   Configurable templates

   Built in retrospective reports

   Data export

   Aggregate analytics

Boards
Keep your teams in sync and 
on schedule with Kanban-style 
project tracking that’s tightly 
integrated with Channels. 

   Visible milestones and ownership

   Multi-team views

   Unlimited custom attributes

   Group, filter, and sort tasks

   Customizable templates

   Archiving & backup snapshots

Choose your deployment option
Unite your people, tools, and processes. Secure, open-source, and made for developers. 

Get started for free with Mattermost Cloud or Self-Hosted: mattermost.com/get-started

https://mattermost.com/get-started/

